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Abstract

This article looks at noun plurals in Hausa from a diachronic perspective. 1t is
claimed that the multiplicity ofplural forms encountered today is the result ofa his-
torical development in which older plural formatives survived alongside younger
ones. Specifically, four typological principles are identified and their introduction
into the overall System of plural formation is described. It is argued that on the
basis ofthese principles three different historical Systems can be sei up.

1. Introduction

Hausa has many ways of forming noun plurals. An excellent overview of such
forms is to be found in An English-Hausa Dictionary (Roxana Ma Newman 1990)
where twenty-eight regulär plural types are listed and some "irregulär or infre-
quent plural types" (R. Ma Newman 1990: xiv) are mentioned. R. Ma Newman
(1990: 15) says Hausa has "forty different plural formations" on the surface and
"at least a dozen distinct plural patterns." Which plural form(s) a singular noun
'chooses' has been discussed by various authors. Abubakar (1995), Leben (1977),
P. Newman (1972, 1990a), Parsons (1975, 1981), Pilszczikowa-Chodak (1979),
Rosenthall (1999) and Wolff (1993) have described some aspects of the singular-
plural relationship. All of them succeeded in showing - at least partially - how
the selection of a plural form is determined by the phonological characteristics of
the singular noun, i.e., its tone pattern, vowel sequence, syllable weight, syllable
quantity and kind or place of articulation of the final consonant. Our own analysis
has benefitted much from these studies.

1. The authors wish to thank Dr. Roland Kiessling, Prof. Paul Newman, Dr. Nina Pawlak, Dr. Con-
stanze Schmaling and two anonymous referees for thek critical observations and suggestions. We
are especially grateful to Christine Pawlitzky for her contributions to three 'Hausa Plural Work-
shops'. Any mistakes are our own responsibility.
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2 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

Describing the relationships between Singulars and plurals is not easy. Many
plural forms - or plural classes - are not in complementary distribution; instead
they seem to be in competition for Singular nouns with the same phonological
characteristics. E.g., the following Singular nouns (all having a high tone pattern,
a heavy open first syllable and a final vowel -aa) have different plurals:

(1) Singular Plural
6eeraa2 'mouse' ßeeräayee (class 9a)
raanaa 'sun' räanäikuu (class 12a)
kaayaa ad' kaayäyyakii (class lOb)

This competition means that many Singular nouns have more than one plural form,
e.g.:

(2) Singular Plural
maataa 'women' maatäayee (class 9a)

mäatäikuu (class 12a)
maatättakii(class lOb)

In our view, none of the above authors presents a fully satisfactory account of why
such competition is found, or of what kind of relationships hold between the many
plural classes. In this article we attempt to present such an account.

1.1. Aims and Claims

We define seventeen plural classes, nine of which divide into two sub-classes and
two into three sub-classes. If each class or sub-class is regarded äs a unique com-
bination of plural formatives, then there are some thirty different ways of forming
a Hausa plural.3 Since the classes defined here must account for the same surface
forms äs those defined by other authors, the classes/definitions hardly differ from
those of the other authors. What is new here is that the diachronic aspect is cen-

Tone and vowel length in Hausa are marked äs follows: high tone (H) is unmarked, low tone (L) is
marked with a grave accent (e.g., äa) and falling tone (F) with a circumflex accent (e.g., ä). Long
vowels are marked with a double vowel sign (e.g., ee) and single vowels with a single vowel sign
(e.g., e). The so-called glottalized consonants are written: 6, rf and fi. The glottal stop at the onset
of words which begin with a vowel in the Standard orthography is marked '.
A number of productive plural forms play no part in the development of the system(s) described
here. The first group is derived from nouns: 1) the ethnonyms where the plural ignores the Singular
bä- prefix, e.g.: sg. bätuufee —> pl. tüufäawaa 'Europeans' (from l\iufai 'Europe'); 2) adjec-
tives derived from abstract nouns, e.g.: sg. dädtfaadaa, pl. daadäacfaa 'nice' (from daacfii 'pleas-
antness'). The second group is derived from verbs: 3) the nouns of agent, e.g.: sg. macfinkii —>
pl. madmkaa 'tailors' (from cfinkäa 'sew'); 4) nouns of place, e.g.: sg. marinaa -> pl. mäfinai
'dye-pits' (fromrinäa 'dye'); 5) nouns of Instrument, e.g.: sg. mabuudii -> pl. mäbüudai 'keys'
(from buucfee Open'). A further West Hausa plural form plays no role in the present description:
e.g.: sg. 'ädüdü -> pl. 'ädüdinnee 'basket'.
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Hausa plural Systems 3

tral. The studies mentioned above work mostly within a synchronic framework,
only three authors attempting to integrale diachronic facts: Parsons (1975) com-
bined morphological with semantic considerations; Pilszczikowa-Chodak (1979)
focussed on both gender and the contrast between high and low final vowels. Wolff
(1993) highlighted the importance of vowel sequence and suggested that the third
consonants (found in the plural form but not in the Singular) are Old Hausa deter-
miners; both ideas have a prominent place in the present analysis.

The motivation for a historical account is simple: it is extremely unlikely - prob-
ably impossible - that all known plural classes were present in an earlier form of
Hausa. The plural forms are littered with clues suggesting a historical development
in which older principles of plural formation survived alongside younger ones. We
argue that this historical development is responsible for the multiplicity of plural
forms encountered today. Our analysis is based on internal evidence from Hausa.
While comparison with other Chadic languages will eventually be indispensible to
complete the picture, it is beyond the scope of the present paper.

The present description introduces two new elements into the discussion of
Hausa plurals: 'tone-vowel group' and 'system'. The seventeen plural classes
can be assigned to four tone-vowel groups in which classes share a common (un-
derlying) tone pattern and vowel sequence. Tone-vowel groups are a construct or
tool and help trace historical developments. These developments crystallized äs
Systems: the earliest System is termed the "semantic System"; this was replaced by
the "prosodic System";4 the most recent System is the "suffix System". Tone-vowel
groups allow us to follow the development of classes through the Systems and to
pinpoint the moments at which the typological principles of plural formation were
introduced. Four such principles are identified here:

(i) change in tone pattern and vowel sequence;
(ii) addition of a third consonant not found in the Singular form,
(iii) reduplication and
(iv) suffixation.
The first principle of plural formation is found in all three Systems but is the

only principle found in the first System. The second and third principles were
introduced in the prosodic System, and the fourth principle in the suffix System.

The following example will illustrate how the terms class, tone-vowel group and
System interact. Compare the following two plural forms of the Singular zuuciyaa
'heart':

(3) Singular Plural
zuuciyaa (*zukti) 'heart' zukoocii (*zukootii)

zuuciyooyii

4. We wish to thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this name to us.
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4 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

Both plural forms, zukoocii (class 5a) and zuuciyooyii (class 15), have a high tone
pattern and a final vowel sequence oo-ii. Therefore we treat them äs belonging
to the same tone-vowel group (tone-vowel group 1). They differ, however, with
regard to the other principles of plural formation: while zukoocii is formed by
changing only the vowel sequence and the tone pattern, zuuciyooyii also requires
the repetition (i.e. reduplication) of the final consonant y. We therefore assign them
to different classes within this tone-vowel group and (since the different principles
of plural formation were introduced at different times) to two different Systems.

The framework of Systems and tone-vowel groups allows us to account for i) the
sheer quantity of plural forms, ii) the ways in which the phonological character-
istics of the singular noun determine its choice of plural class and iii) the reason
why many Singulars have more than one plural form. Our argument runs along
the following lines: new typological principles of plural formation developed into
different Systems, causing a reinterpretation of the overall System and altering the
assignment of singular nouns to plural classes; however older plural forms sur-
vived alongside younger ones. This reinterpretation resulted in the formation of
new plurals from the same singular (we call these "secondary plurals") and/or the
formation of new plural forms from an older plural form - not from the singular
(we call this "repluralization"). We show that such Variation is systematic.

The article is constructed äs follows. In section 1.2 we introduce the four typo-
logical principles of plural formation; in section 1.3 we offer criteria which allow
us to determine the relative ages of different plural formatives and to show how
these formatives relate to the three Systems. In section 2 we show how each tone-
vowel group and plural class fits into the model presented in section 1.3. Section
3 summarizes the historical development outlined in sections l and 2.

1.2. Typological principles

In this section we describe the four typological principles of plural formation.
These principles are not new; they have been discussed in more detail by the
authors mentioned earlier, each of whom focusses on one or the other of these
principles. Since our aim here is to establish historical relationships between the
different principles, only a brief outline is presented. The reader interested in a
more thorough discussion of the ways in which Hausa plurals are formed is re-
ferred to these other authors.

Change in tone pattern and vowel sequence (principle i) is the most important
principle of plural formation; it is found in every plural class and in every System.
Our Tone-Vowel groups are based on this principle. The correlations between tone
patterns and vowel sequences outlined in Table l can be assumed.

The A (surfacing in plurals äs -a(a)-, -ee- or -oo-) and U (-u-) vowels shown
in Table l are found in almost all plural classes. Within Afroasiatic linguistics
such a formation is referred to äs the 'Internal A'. These vowels have a "buffer"
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Hausa plural Systems 5

Table 1. Tone-vowel groups

Tone pattern

(Tone-Vowel 1) H*
(Tone- Vowel 2) HLH*
(Tone-Vowel 3) L*H
(Tone- Vowel 4) H*L

Vowel sequence

- A - ii/uu
- A - ee/aa/ii
- A - ii/uu
-U-aa

Examples
Singular

taagäa
maataa
raanaa
räafii

Plural

taagoogii
maatäayee
räanäkuu
raafukäa

Gloss

' window'
'women'
'sun'
'stream'

function, separating two consonants in the plural form: either i) the second and
third consonant of the Singular or ii) the second consonant of the Singular and an
extra consonant or iii) the second consonant of the Singular and the reduplication
of the same consonant. We treat these vowels äs part of a change in the vowel
sequence.

The change in vowel sequence affects the penultimate and final vowels of the
plural form, never the first vowel (Wolff 1993). Thus, the plural form must consist
of at least three radicals (e.g., gäatarii below). If a Singular noun consists of only
two radicals (e.g., räafii, bäakii), a third consonant is added (principle ii):

Table 2. Plurals needing at least 3 consonants

Singular Plural: change in tone pattern/vowel sequence
— plus /k/ plus /n/

gäatarii 'axe'
räafii 'stream'
bäakii 'mouth'

gaaturäa
raafukäa

baakunäa

This third consonant takes either the form k (äs in raafukäa) or n (äs in baakunäa).
We will argue below (2.2.1) that these are remnants of determiners.

Reduplication, gemination or repetition (principle iii) offer another possibility
of augmenting a di-radical Singular base. Sometimes we will use the term redupli-
cation for any of the three processes. When we make the distinction, reduplication
takes the form of dropping the final vowel, copying the two rightmost syllables and
imposing the plural tone pattern and vowel sequence; gemination takes the form of
copying the last radical; repetition involves copying the last radical plus inserting
a vowel between this radical and the copied radical; these are illustrated in table 3:
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6 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

Table 3. Reduplication, Repetition and Gemination

Singular

gaßäa 'joint'

Plural
Reduplication

*gäßgäßuu >
gäggäßuu5

Repetition

*gaßußäa >
gaßußßäa6

Gemination
gäßßai

We shall argue (2.2.2) that the motivation for choosing reduplication, gemination
or repetition is essentially the same. We argue further that these developments were
integrated into Hausa plurals at a later stage only, following an idea suggested by
Wolff (1992) which he did not elaborate on.

The last pattern to be found in Hausa plural formation is suffixation (princi-
ple iv). It is a new development, restricted to a few classes only:

(4) Singular Plural Base Plural Formation Plural form
'äkwäati 'box' *'akwaat SUFFIX -unaa 'akwaatunäa

*'akwaat SUFFIX -ai 'äkwäatai

On the surface these plurals are no different to those involving determiners äs an
additional consonant (principle ii). In fact, the suffix plurals shown in (4) devel-
oped from plurals involving determiners. The boundary between the two plural
classes is not always clear but we will show (2.3.1) that there are criteria that help
us distinguish between them.

l. 3. Historical development

In this section we attempt to relate the four principles of plural formation to each
other diachronically - in historical sequence. Crucial to our description is the
establishment of independent criteria which allow us to determine the relative ages
of different plural classes. We believe that such independent criteria exist and that
we can show that plural classes of the same age make use of the same typological
principles and that these four principles developed at different historical stages.
These criteria are elucidated here.

Four clues indicate that the present System of Hausa plurals developed over
time: the first is the fact that the Singular forms of some plurals no longer exist.
This can be illustrated with zuuciyaa (example 3 above). While the plural form
zuuciyooyii clearly has zuuciyaa äs a formative base - reduplicating the conso-
nant y in the feminine ending -iyaa, the plural form zukoocii ignores this ending

5. Here, the 6 assimilates completely to the following consonant. This phonological change is re-
stricted to reduplicated forms (P. Newman 1986).

6. The additional gemination will be explained below (2.2.6).
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Hausa plural Systems 7

and is formed from the presumed singular noun *zukti; this noun no longer ex-
ists. A further morphophonological characteristic can be seen in the contrast be-
tween the actual form zuuciyaa and the underlying form *zukti: in the former,
the long vowel uu is derived from a sequence of vowel plus consonant uk. Ac-
cording to Klingenheben's Law (1927/28), a velar (or labial) consonant in Hausa
becomes a vowel u in syllable final position. The velar consonant survives in the
plural zukoocii because, following resyllabification, it appears at the onset of the
next syllable, where the law does not apply. We argue that this plural form orig-
inated at a time when Klingenheben's Law was not yet productive, forming the
pair: *zukti (singular) and zukoocii (class 5a). Later Kingenheben's Law applied,
changing the (underlying) singular form to *zuuti which gave rise to the singular
zuuclyaa and the plural zuuciyooyii (class 15). Thus the plural class to which
zukoocii belongs can be assumed to be older than the class to which zuuciyooyii
belongs.

A second clue is that some plural classes are not productive in Standard Hausa:
only a small number of such plurals is found and recent loanwords are not inte-
grated into them. The class containing zukoocii is such a class: there are only
six examples and no loanwords. Such classes contain only nouns which belong
to the basic vocabulary and thus can be assumed to be very old (Parsons 1975).
Other classes are more productive and incorporate numerous loanwords: the class
containing zuuciyooyii is the most productive class in present-day Hausa. Given
what we have explained above, such classes can be considered to be younger.

The third clue is repluralization, i.e. plurals formed not on the basis of a singular
noun but on the basis of another (older) plural form. Compare for instance the
various plural forms of the singular noun mäataa 'woman':

(5) Singular Plural l (class 1) Plural 2 (class 8b) Plural 3 (class 12a)
mäataa mäataa maatäayee mäatäikuu

Plural l, mäataa (HH), is formed on the basis of the singular noun mäataa (LH).
From what we know about the singular/plural relationships in classes 8 and 12, the
singular mäataa cannot be the basis for plurals 2 and 3. Instead, they are formed
on the basis of the preceding plural form and not on the basis of the singular noun.
We are thus able to determine the relative ages of the three forms: plural l is an
older form than plural 2 and plural 2 an older form than plural 3. Sometimes only
one noun in an already existing plural class has been repluralized. This may be
true for the pair mäataa (plural 1) / maatäayee (plural 2). In the case of plural
3, however, we are able to show that the whole class originated from instances of
repluralization. Thus we regard the class containing mäataikuu äs younger than
the classes containing mäataa and maatäayee (for a more detailed discussion of
this noun see sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.5).

The fourth clue is a corollary of the third: some plurals have lost their plural
reading and have become Singulars. A typical example is the word gidaa 'house',
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8 B. Hellwig andJ. A. Mclntyre

now used äs a Singular in modern Hausa but actually an old plural form (class 1)
of the word gijii still found in the compound Übangijii 'Lord (God)'.

We relied on these clues to determine the relative ages of plural formatives and
plural classes. Classes of approximately the same age make use of similar forma-
tives; classes whose ages differ either use different formatives or have reinterpreted
an older formative äs part of a suffix. Classes using the same formative(s) can be
grouped into Systems; the relationship between formatives and Systems is summa-
rized in table 4:

Table 4. Plural formation Systems

System Label Principle(s) of plural formation
l semantic change in tone pattern/vowel sequence

2a prosodic for Singular nouns with 3 radicals: change in tone pat-
tern/vowel sequence

for Singular nouns with 2 radicals: change in tone pat-
tern/vowel sequence plus addition of determiner

2b like 2a, but: reduplication introduced for Singulars with 2
radicals and light first syllable

2c like 2b, but: two new determiners introduced

3 suffix syllable(s) containing determiner reanalyzed äs suffix

reduplication develops into general plural formative

2. The three Systems

In this section we describe the development of Hausa plurals through the three
Systems. The Systems did not develop independently of each other. Close relation-
ships can be traced between them, and these relationships can be described within
tone-vowel groups. Table 5 presents an overview of the Hausa plural Systems,
tone-vowel (Tone-Vowel) groups and classes.

7. The following plural formatives are found in table 5:
a) tone pattern (H* = a series of high tones and L* = a series of low tones)
b) VS (change in vowel sequence): final vowel (always long: -aa, -ee, -ii, -uu); the interaal vowels
A (<aa>, a(a), <ee> and oo) and U (<u>, u) (these vowels appear in <brackets> when they are
found between two different consonants of the base; they are not in brackets when they precede a
determiner or a reduplicated consonant of the base)
c) DET (determiner K1, K2, N)
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Hausa plural Systems 9

Table 5.

System

1

2

Overview plural classes7

Tone-Vowel group

?1 (H*)
1(H*)

72 (HLH)
3(LH)

1(H*)

2 (HLH*)

class

1
2a,b

3
4a,b

5a,b
6
7a,b
8a,b

Vowel sequence DET

-aa
-uu
<aa> -uu

-ii
<aa> -ii
^^aa^^ -ii — aaJ\. u

-ooK2ii
<aa> -aa
<aa> -ee -aaK^ee

RED

-aaCfuu

-aCfCfaa

3 (L*H)

4 (H*L)

3 1 (H*)
3 (L*H)
4 (H*L)

9a,b
lOa, b, c <ee> -aNii
11
12a,b

13a, b, c <u> -aa

14a,b

15
16a, b -uu/ii
17

-aKMiC^KMi
-äKlCf*Klü
-C^K1!!
-aK2uu
-aN(N)ii
-uK2aa
-uNaa
-uK2CfuK2aa
-aaCfuK2aa

-ai
-unaa

-aaCfee
-aCfCfaCfii

-ooCfii

Each System is presented in turn. At the beginning of each section the typologi-
cal principle(s) of plural formation introduced into this System is (are) discussed;
this is followed by a discussion of how the classes that belong in the particular
System are formed. In the discussion of the second and third Systems, tone-vowel
group membership plays an important role in showing the developments of, and
the relationships between, the various plural classes and the two Systems. In the
discussion of the first System however, tone-vowel group membership is ignored
because such a presentation would destroy the unity of this System. Each section
is concluded by a discussion of the relative ages of the classes in the System.

d) RED (reduplicated final consonant (Cf)
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10 B. Hellwig andJ. A. Mclntyre

2.7. System 1: The semantic System

The first System is a collection of several classes which, according to the principles
outlined in section 1.3, have to be regarded äs old classes. Unlike classes in the
other two Systems, where phonological characteristics are the only determining
factor, the Singular forms in this System belong in a semantic class whose Singular
(and plural) has (have) particular phonological characteristics: in class l, we find
basic vocabulary ('house', animals) and a HL Singular tone pattern; the nouns in
classes 2 and 3 are body parts and have a HL Singular tone pattern; in class 4 we
find animals and a LH Singular tone pattern.

class 1: H*-aa
Singular Plural

gijii 'house' gidaa
kuuree 'hyena' kuuraa

class 2:

class 3:

class 4:

(a) H* -uu
Singular

gaashii 'hair'
yaatsäa 'finger'

(a) LH -ii
Singular

fäaraa 'locust'
tsäakoo 'chicken'

Plural

gaasuu
yaatsuu

Plural

fäarii
tsäakii

(b) H* <aa> -uu
Singular

gwiiwäa 'knee'
miikii 'ulcer'

HLH -aaCfuu
Singular
ßafäa 'leg'

(b)L*H<aa>-ii
Singular

tsäakoo 'chicken'

Plural

gwiyaayuu
miyaakuu

Plural
Rafäafuu

Plural
tsiyäakii

2.7.7. Principle i: Change in tone pattern and vowel sequence. The plural for-
mative associated with this System is change in tone pattern and vowel sequence
(principle i). The change in vowel sequence only affects the final vowel. This is
peculiar to this System; in the second plural System, the plural form adds at least
one more syllable to the (underlying) Singular form. Compare how phonologically
similar Singulars are treated in the two different Systems:
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Hausa plural Systems 11

(6) semantic System prosodic System
Singular plural Singular plural

(a) gijii (*gidii) gidaa kibiyäa (*kibii) kibaawuu
'house' 'arrow'

(b) gaashii (*gaasii) gaasuu dookii (*dawkii) dawaakii
'hair' 'horse'

In the semantic System, tone pattern and final vowel are changed. In the prosodic
System, on the other hand, plurals are formed by changing the tone pattern and the
final vowel and by inserting an additional vowel, the "Internal A", between the final
and the penultimate consonant; here, Singular nouns having two syllables have to
either add a third consonant or split a sequence of two vowels into vowel plus
consonant. In such a System we would have expected forms such äs *gidaawuu
(for gijii) and *gawaashii (for gaashii) respectively. Instead, only the final vowel
is changed.

However, eight Singular nouns are found in this System with a plural form in
which the Internal A is inserted, either Splitting two vowels (classes 2b and 4b)
or repeating the final radical (class 3). They thus resemble plural forms found in
later plural classes (compare classes 7 to 9 in the prosodic System) but neither the
Singular form (HL, light first syllable) nor the final plural vowel -uu fit these other
classes. They look like hybrid forms, with some elements (final vowel) character-
istic of the semantic System and others (HLH tone pattern, Internal A, repetition of
final radical) found in the prosodic System. We consider class 3 to be a transitional
class.

This first principle, change in tone pattern and vowel sequence, is found in all
plurals. Given the widespread distribution of this feature across Chadic languages
this is not surprising. There has been extensive discussion of this formative for
Hausa (see Newman 1975, Pilszczikowa-Chodak 1972 and 1975, Wolff 1993) and
we do not discuss it further. We view it äs the oldest principle in Hausa plural
formation because it is the only identifiable principle in the oldest plural classes.

2.7.2. Plural formation. Plurals in classes 2 and 4 are formed by changing the
tone pattern (H* in class 2 and L*H in class 4) and by adding a final vowel -uu in
class 2 and -ii in class 4. These different final vowels can be analyzed in terms of
Pilszczikowa-Chodak's (1972 and 1975) "final vowel contrast": Singular nouns of
class 2 end in »ii or -aa and form a plural by adding -uu; Singular nouns of class 4
end in -uu8 or -aa and form a plural by adding -ii.

8. P. Newman (1990b) was able to derive the final vowel -oo of Singulars in this class from an
underlying -uu.
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12 B. Hellwig andJ. A. Mclntyre

(7) Class Singular Plural
2a yaatsäa 'finger' yaatsuu
4a fäaraa 'locust' fäarii

The plural of class l is formed in all cases by imposing a tone pattern H* and
adding a final vowel -aa. One exceptional feature deserves comment: in the fol-
lowing Singular form, a change in the length of the first vowel can be observed:

(8) Singular Plural (class 1)
mäce, mäataa 'woman' maataa

The plural form, (HH) maataa, is probably formed on the basis of the Singular
noun (LH) mäataa. But the existence of the Singular form mäce (*mäte) with
a short first vowel is puzzling. These forms are related but we are not äble to
explain the difference in vowel length. In this respect it is interesting to note that
all singular nouns in classes 2a and 4a have a long first vowel <aa>. Perhaps
we are confronted with derived forms here, a possibility which is suggested by a
corresponding form in class 4b, indicating that this <aa> might not be the basic
vowel, e.g.:

(9) Singular Plural (class 4a) Plural (class 4b)
tsäakoo 'chicken' tsäakii tsiyäakii

The 4b plural tsiyäakii would seem to be formed on the basis of a singular form
*tsiikoo (rather than tsäakoo). If this is true then this would mean that tsäakoo is
not basic but rather derived from a form *tsiikoo via the insertion of a formative
<aa>. Corresponding forms are found in class 2b:

(10) Singular Plural (class 2b)
gwiiwäa 'knee' gwiyaayuu
miikii 'ulcer' miyaakuu

These features suggest that some Singulars in the semantic System are derived; but
there is no conclusive evidence of this and they are treated here äs basic singular
forms.

As mentioned above, classes 2b, 3 and 4b deviate from the pattern described so
far in that they insert an internal vowel -aa-. In classes 2b and 4b we find only
three nouns (examples 9 and 10 above). Class 3 contains only five nouns:

(11) Singular Plural (class 3)
gwiiwäa (*guwäa) 'knee' guwäawuu
tsuwee 'testicles' tsuwäawuu
duwainiyaa 'buttocks' cfuwäawuu
Rafäa 'leg' Rafäafuu
'idoo (?*'idon) 'eye' 'idäanuu
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Hausa plural Systems 13

The Internal A appears here äs a regulär plural formative between the final lexical
consonant and the repetition of the same consonant. The presence of the n in
idäanuu is difficult to explain (see note 18).

2.1.3. Age ofclasses. All four classes can be considered to be very old, each
contains only a small number of plural forms; none of them is productive; (femi-
nine) endings play no role (e.g., düwainiyaa, Singular, düwäawuu, plural). There
are some additonal indications of their age. Class l can be considered to be the
oldest. Firstly, the nouns found here are nouns denoting basic words such äs per-
sons, animals and plants (see Parsons 1975). Secondly, in most cases the old plural
form has lost its plural reading and acquired a Singular reading instead. The old
Singulars are generally lost but a few can still be found either in compounds or
with a special meaning, e.g., giiwaa, 'elephant' still has a corresponding noun
giye(e) (epithet of a chief). This reanalysis of plural nouns äs Singular may well
explain why a number of nouns ending in -aa are now feit to be masculine sin-
gular.9 Thirdly, this reanalysis made repluralization possible, i.e., new plurals (in
class 9) were formed on the basis of old plurals (class 1), e.g.:

(12) Singular Plural (class 1) Plural (class 9b)
gijii (*gidii) (house' gidaa gidäajee (*gidäadee)

Classes 2, 3 and 4 also contain basic nouns which again have strong semantic
connections (see Parsons 1975): classes 2 and 3 contain nouns referring to body
parts and class 4 contains animals. All class 3 nouns have a repluralized form in
classes 13 or 14 based on the class 3 plural, e.g.:

(13) Singular Plural (class 3) Plural (class 13c)
'idoo (?*'idon) 'eye' Idäanuu idandunäa

In all three classes most Singular nouns have secondary plurals in other, more
productive, classes, mainly in class 15 (singulars ending in a final vowel -aa) and
class 17 (those not ending in a final vowel -aa), e.g.:

(14) Singular Plural (class 2a) Plural (class 17) Plural (class 15)
kwäadbo 'frog' kwäadli kwaadunäa
fäaraa 'locust' fäarii faaroorii

But, unlike the nouns of class l, these nouns have not lost their plural reading, and
the old Singular forms are still present.

9. Both masculine Singular and plural nouns are found with the same copula (nee) and linker (-n). In
modern Hausa, nouns ending in -aa normally have feminine gender. Words such äs gidaa 'house'
are exceptional in being masculine; many such exceptions have HH tone pattern. The reason
is probably äs follows: they do not occur with the feminine (singular) copula cee, or with the
feminine (singular) linker -f, because they are not feminine singular - they are, originally, plural.
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14 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

2.2. System 2: The prosodic System

Most plural classes belong in this System. Two principles of plural formation
(principle ii, addition of a third consonant, and principle iii, reduplication) are
introduced, and the System is divided into three sub-systems, see Tables 4 and 6.

The second System is termed the prosodic System, a System in which syllable
structure is the defining criterion; it differs from the semantic System, firstly, in the
way plural nouns are formed and, secondly, in the relationship between Singular
and plural nouns. With regard to the latter, it is the phonological characteristics of
the singular noun (tone pattern, consonant quality, final vowel) which determine
the choice of plural class; however the number of radicals has special significance.
In the case of tri-radical singular nouns tone pattern and vowel sequence of the
plural are changed. Di-radical Singulars are augmented in various (systematic)
ways: they either add another consonant not found in the singular form (system
2a), or they reduplicate a final consonant/syllable (system 2b). The same principles
are found again in system 2c. The prosodic system is summarized in Table 6:

Table 6. Prosodic system

Singular: 3 radicals Singular: 2 radicals

syllable l = heavy syllable l = light

singular plural singular plural singular plural

System 2a garkee garäakee kiifii kiifäayee

System 2b gidaa gidäajee
(*gidäadee)

System 2c gäatarii gaaturäa räafii raafukäa gärii garuurukäa
(*garukrukäa)

Before introducing the classes belonging in this System, we discuss the principles
of plural formation of this system (2.2. l: addition of an extra consonant and 2.2.2:
reduplication). For ease of presentation we discuss Systems 2a, 2b and 2c together
within the framework of tone-vowel groups. As mentioned in the introduction,
tone-vowel groups are a construct used to facilitate the description of the develop-
ment of plural classes; they are especially useful in the description of the second
system.

2.2.7. Principle ii: Addition ofan extra consonant (determiner). A number of
plural forms add an extra final consonant to the underlying singular form. This
consonant is either k or n:
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Hansa plural Systems 15

(15) Class Singular Plural
6 yaaröo (boy' yaarookii
lOa garkaa 'garden' gareekanii
lOb maataa 'women' maatättakii
12a goonaa 'farm' göonäkii
12b wäasaa 'game' wäasän(n)ii
13b räafii 'stream' raafukäa
13c bäakii 'mouth' baakunäa
13b gärii 'town* garuurukäa (*garukrukäa)
13c jikii 'body' jikunkunäa

While the tone patterns/endings could be interpreted äs different Suffixes (HH-oki,
HLH-ani, HLH-aki, LLH-aki, LLH-ani, HHL-uka, HHL-una), such an Interpre-
tation would ignore generalizations which can be shown to hold across different
classes.

In this section we will argue that the extra consonant at the onset of the final
syllable in the plural form is a remnant of an old determiner. Such an analysis
was hinted at by Frajzyngier (1977) and Schuh (1983); they had already drawn
attention to the occurrence of phonetically similar forms (containing k or n) in
various Chadic languages, marking definiteness, gender, plurality, etc. and arguing
that these were reflexes of proto-Chadic demonstratives that had become grammat-
icalized with different functions.10 In modern Hausa the consonants k and n are
still found in plural forms;11 Wolff (1993: 146) calls them determiners. These au-
thors agree that similar forms were once present in the Singular noun, where they
functioned äs determiners in word final position. Later, these consonants under-
went lenition, leaving a trace äs a long final vowel. In plural forms, on the other
hand, they occur in non-final position, an environment where lenition was origi-
nally blocked. In present-day Hausa, determiners survive in plurals only äs parts
of frozen Suffixes, having lost their determiner function (2.3.1).

Besides k and n two other consonants appear in plural forms: w (or diphthong
au) and y (or diphthong ai):

10. See Greenberg (1978) for details of the grammaticalization process involved.
l L The consonants k and n have retained determiner functions: i) k: in North Hausa kin (= Standard

Hausa dm the definite marker); ii) n: in na Of; äs the linker -n Of; äs the definite marker -n
(with low tone); in wani 'a* and in wannän/wancän 'this/that'. Present day Hausa still has a
determiner n, but it is not the same äs the one contained in the plurals, compare the following
singular/plural pair: gärmaa/garmunäa. The plural garmunäa cannot be formed on the basis
of the present day determiner n because gärmaa, being a feminine noun, takes the present-day
determiner f « t), not the determiner n.
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16 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

(16) Class Singular Plural
Sb kibiyäa (*kibi) 'arrow' kibau, kibaawuu

kibai
8b maataa 'women' maatäayee
9a mazaa 'husband' mazäizai
11 gwänii 'expert' gwännai, gwänäayee12

marinaa 'dye-pit' märinai, märinayyee13

While the Status of k and n äs determiners is widely accepted, the Status of w and
y is far from clear. Newman (1972) and Leben (1977) argue that y is epenthetic;
Wolff (1993: 163, fn. 9, and 170) suggests that y derives from a determiner *i.
Both analyses are possible and further analysis is needed; the present authors argue
that w and y are determiners rather than epenthetic.

The reason for this choice is that there is some evidence that w and y derive
from a consonant k. Such a derivation is consistent with the Interpretation of k
äs a determiner but makes the epenthetic Interpretation rather difficult to uphold
(äs an epenthetic plosive). Firstly, there are some dialectal indications for this
derivation: whereas in Standard Hausa Singular nouns having a high tone pattern
and a heavy, open, first syllable, usually form their plural by adding the y; in some
Hausa dialects, a k is used instead (examples from Wolff 1993: 205), e.g.:

(17) Singular Plural (Hardawanci) Plural (Standard)14

gaawaa 'corpse' gaawäakii compare: *gaawäayee
geeroo 'millet' geeräakii compare: *geeräayee
sauroo 'mosquito' sauräakii compare: *sauräayee

Secondly, an underlying k would allow us to explain how the reduplicated plurals
of class l Ob are formed.

(18) Singular/Plural Plural (class 8b) Plural (class lOb)
maataa 'women'15 maatäayee maatättakii

12. Other authors (Abraham 1962:352, Bargery 1934: 424, Newman and Newman 1977:47, R. Ma
Newman 1990 under 'expert', Wolff 1993:171) give the plural of gwänii äs HLH gwänäayee.
Mclntyre has heard the L*H form gwänäayee; this form parallels other L*H forms given by
Abraham and Bargery: gwänässai, gwännai.

13. The plural form märinayyee is the regulär plural for all nouns of place and Instrument in West
Hausa; the fact that the /y/ is geminated in these plural forms is typical for these dialects.

14. These HLH plural forms would be expected on the basis of the phonology of the Singular. In
Standard Hausa, the nouns geeroo and sauroo have no plural; gaawaa has the plural gaawäiwai
(probably derived from gaawäayii-wäayii, see 2.2.4). We do not know if there is a regulär k/y
altemation in Hardawanci.

15. The noun maataa (HH) 'women', is already a plural (of LH maataa) so that the other plurals here
are all repluralized forms.
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Hausa plural Systems 17

The reduplicated class lOb plural (maatättakii) cannot derive directly from the
Singular (maataa); however, since all Singulars of class l Ob are also found in
class 8b, it is not unreasonable to look to maatäayee äs the base of maatät-
takii. There is however a small problem: if maatäayee is the base of the class
l Ob plural, we would expect the plural *maatäytakii not maatättakii.16 If, on
the other hand, we hypothesize an underlying k we are able to explain the rela-
tionship: originally, a plural *maatäakee was formed with the consonant k from
which the present-day maatäayee evolved through a process of lenition. The same
plural *maatäakee formed the plural base of maatättakii, giving the derivation:
maatättakii < *maatäktakii < *maatäakee. These relationships are shown in
the following:

(19) Singular/Plural Plural (class 8b) Plural (class lOb)
maataa -» *maatäakee -> maatättakii

{maatäayee

The argument that w derives from a consonant k has a parallel in Hausa: the
development k > w > u is independently attested (Klingenheben's Law) and is
also found in some plural classes having alteraate forms:

(20) Class Singular Plural
13b gärii garuurukäa

'town' garuuruwäa

12a käree (*kärnee)17 kärnäwuu
'dog' kärnau

However, the k > y development still needs to be explained since it is not moti-
vated phonetically. We propose that k changed to w through a process of lenition,
and only then did w change to y - through a process of assimilation in the environ-
ment of front vowels, i.e., y preceding a front vowel -ii or -ee (äs in *kibaayii) and
w preceding the back vowel -im (äs in kibaawuu). Non-conditioned alternations
between -ii and -uu are common in Hausa and can also be found in some plural
classes:

16. Newman (1986) has shown that, in reduplicated forms, y never assimilates to the following con-
sonant. The assimilation of a -kt- sequence äs in, e.g., *maatäktakii to -U- in maatättakii is
normal.

17. We do not know the origin of n in kärnäwuu; it is tempting to see it äs a reflex of an old determiner
n (n1, analogous to k1), but analogy is the only argument in favour of such an Interpretation, there
is no independent evidence. The n appears in three other plural words: 'eye' 'idöo (sg.), 'idäanuu
(pl), 'head' käi (sg.), kaanuu (pl.) and Ox' säa (sg.), shaanuu (pl.). This n may have been a
radical. Newman (19795) argues this for säa/shaanuu, referring to the feminine form saaniyaa.
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18 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

(21) Class Singular Plural
lob kujeeraa küjeerii

'chair' küjeeruu

Parallels for the w/y alternation before back/front vowels are also found in the
verbal System, e.g., hayee 'mount, climb' vs. hawaa 'mounting, climbing'.

After this determiner k (referred to äs k1) had lost its function and phonetic sub-
stance the process of grammaticalization repeated itself and younger determiners
appeared: we refer to them äs k2 and n, e.g. (22). Such cycles are common in
processes of grammaticalization; see Heine and Reh 1984.

(22) Class Singular Plural
13b räafii 'stream' raafukäa
13c bäakii'mouth' baakunäa

The fact that k2 and n are younger than k1 can be argued äs follows: firstly, we
find instances of repluralization where a plural (containing k2) is formed not from
a Singular base but from a plural base (containing k1):

(23) Singular/Plural Plural l (class 8b) Plural 2 (class 12a) Determiner
mäataa/maataa maatäayee k1 —»· y
'woman' maatäayee mäatäikuu (k1 —>) y + k2

Plurals such äs mäatäikuu, containing the determiner k2, were formed on the
basis of plurals such äs maatäayee (section 2.2.4). As we suggested above, the y
in such plurals is the determiner k1 after it underwent lenition. A second reason is
that, while k1 usually surfaces äs w or äs y, k2 surfaces äs k; lenition of k2 is not
common and has occurred much later.

Thus we suggest the following development: Old Hausa had one determiner,
k1 which appeared within the vowel sequence aa-ii ~ aa-uu, leading to the forms
aakii and aakuu respectively. Through grammaticalization, its functional Status
äs a marker of definiteness was lost and it was reanalyzed äs part of the plural
formative. The phonetic substance of k1 underwent lenition to a point where only
traces suggest the presence of the (former) determiner. Lenition proceeded via
aayii and aawuu to -ai and -au respectively. The same consonant reappeared later
äs k2, together with n. Thus in present day Hausa, k, n, y and w, which ultimately
derive from determiners, are found äs plural formatives.

2.2.2. Principle in: Reduplication, gemination and repetition. The forms in-
volved in processes of reduplication, gemination and repetition have been men-
tioned in the introduction (1.2). In this section we are concerned with the age of
this typological principle.
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räboo 'portion'
jäakii 'donkey'

dafäsii 'lesson'
gäatarii 'axe'

gärii 'town'
räafii 'stream'

räbbai
jäakai

dafussäa
gaaturäa

garuuruk
raafukäa

Hausa plural Systems 19

Paul Newman (1972) has noted for one of the plural classes that gemination
and reduplication coincide with a light first syllable in the singular form.18 The
same is true for almost all classes where Singulars with a light first syllable are
found. In the following examples the first of each pair has a light first syllable and
is contrasted with a singular with the same tone pattern but a heavy first syllable
(long vowel):

(24) Class Singular Plural
9b mazaa 'husbands' mazäajee (*mazäazee)
8b maataa 'women' maatäayee

1 1

13a

13b

13c jikii 'body' jikunkunäa, jikkunäa
jäakii 'donkey' jaakunäa

Whether reduplication, gemination or repetition is chosen depends largely on the
plural class. But the phonological characteristics of the singular noun are always
the same (light first syllable), and the basic motivation remains the same: to aug-
ment the plural base.

This rule applies in all but a few plural forms, e.g.:

(25) Class Singular Plural
5b birii 'monkey' birai

In such cases we would expect a geminated plural (here: *birrai). Interestingly,
all these apparently irregulär plural forms are old plurals according to the criteria
presented in section 1.3; see 2.2.5 for a more detailed discussion of this class. This
suggests that gemination was not always present in Hausa plurals and, for this
reason, we argue that gemination is a younger plural formative.

Many of these non-geminated plural forms are lost; some have been reanalyzed
and survive äs singular forms (compare note 23). But at least for some of them
there are morphological indications that a non-geminated plural form of the birai
type once existed, compare:

18. Authors working within Optimality Theory Framework (e.g., Rosenthall 1999) elaborate on this
observation.
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20 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

(26) Class Singular Plural
l mijii 'husband' mazaa
9a mazäizai
9b mazäajee (*mazäazee)

This example lists all attested plural forms of the Singular noun mijii; of interest
here is the reduplicated class 9a form mazäizai: This plural could not have been
formed on the basis of any of the other forms, singular or plural; it must be formed
from a base *mazai or *mazäayii (see note 22), which suggests the parallel to
the attested singular/plural pair birii/birai: it is likely that there was once a non-
geminated plural of the form *mazai, now lost. A similar analysis would hold for
all forms found in class 9a (compare section 2.2.4).

If reduplication was originally introduced into Hausa plurals to augment Singu-
lar nouns having a light first syllable, the pattern was later expanded regardless of
syllable weight so that instances of sporadic reduplication are now found in almost
allclasses, e.g.:

(27) Singular Plural (simple) Plural (reduplicated)
littaafii 'book' littäafai littättäafai (class 16)
bäakii 'mouth' baakunäa baakunkunäa (class 13c)

Only a few nouns are affected by sporadic reduplication. The reduplicated plural
was formed on the basis of a simple plural, and is thus younger. In two cases
(where there is a reasonable number of singular nouns and where only a few ex-
amples have alternative forms), reduplication has advanced to a point where we
are justified in assuming new classes:

(28) Singular Plural (simple) Plural (reduplicated)
maataa 'women' maatäayee maatättakii (class lOb)

(*maatäakee)
räafii 'stream' raafukäa raafuffukäa (class 14a)

And finally, in the most productive class (class 15) the plurals are formed entirely
by repetition of the last radical, regardless of the syllable weight or number of syl-
lables of the singular form (see 2.3.3). Thus reduplication has developed from a
phonological rule applying to Singulars having a light first syllable into a morpho-
logical plural formative.

We do not know why or how reduplication, gemination and repetition were in-
troduced into Hausa plurals.19 Wolff (1992) suggests that it may have been caused
by language contact. In the Northwestern dialects we find a tendency to geminate

19. Reduplication is widespread in Chadic; however, Newman (1990a) says that it cannot be recon-
structed with any confidence for Proto-Chadic. We think that the forms and functions of redupli-
cation in Hausa plurals described in this section must have originated at a later stage.
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Hausa plural Systems 21

plurals. From these dialects it may have spread into Standard Hausa. Al-Hassan
(1998) suggests a semantic reason: simple plurals have a meaning of 'more than
one\ whereas reduplicated plurals have a meaning of 'very many' or 'many and
varied'. This discussion, however, is beyond the scope of the present study.

We now turn to the classes in System two. They are analyzed within tone-vowel
groups (henceforth: Tone-Vowel group). The subclasses 2a, 2b, 2c refer to stages
in the prosodic System, see Table 4.

2.2.3. Tone-Vowel Group l (H*) The plurals of this group share the common
tone pattern H* with a high final vowel (-ü) and a low penultimate vowel (-aa-),
the Internal A.

class 5 (system 2a):
(a) H*<aa>-ii

Singular Plural
tunkiyaa (*tumki) tumaakii
'sheep'
zuuciyaa (*zukti) zukoocii

'heart'

class 6 (system 2c):

(b)
Plural
birai (*biraayii)

Singular
birii
'monkey'
kibiyäa( kibi) kibai (*kibaayii)
'arrow' kibau, kibaawuu

H* -ooK2ii
Singular
yaaroo 'boy'

Plural
yaarookii

In class 5 the Internal A generally takes the form -aa-; however, following a velar
plosive or ejective it appears äs -oo-:

(29) Singular Plural (class 5)
zuuciyaa (*zukti) 'heart' zukoocii
hauree (*ha£re) 'tooth' hafioorii
jiijiyaa (*jigji) 'vein' jigoojii
riijiyaa (*rigji) 'well' rigoojii

In class 6 an -oo- appears regardless of the phonetic environment. Because of the
allophonic relationship between -aa- and -oo- in class 5, we consider the -oo- in
class 6 to be a reflex of the same Internal A. We agree here with Parsons (1975)
and Wolff (1993) who independently derive the -oo- from *aa. The Internal A
is always inserted between the penultimate and final radicals of tri-radical nouns
(class 5a) and between the final radical and added determiner in the case of di-
radical nouns (classes 5b, 6).

The k1 determiner of class 5b has been discussed extensively in section 2.2.1;
in class 6 a k2 determiner appears. We are not sure about the Status of this class,
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22 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

mainly because we find only two nouns here. There is another Singular noun han-
toonii (Sokoto Hausa, 'dried mucus') which may be an old plural (< hancii 'nose')
and may belong in this class, adding the determiner n. However, such plural for-
mations are sporadic. Class 6 perhaps never established itself äs a productive class.

Classes Sa and 5b are definitely very old, exhibiting all the features indicat-
ing age: (i) lenition of the determiner k1 through y to a diphthong ai (*kibaakii
> *kibaayii > kibai); (ii) ignoring the feminine suffix in the plural (kibiyäa
(*kibi) > kibai); (iii) singular/plural alternations following Klingenheben's Law
(zuuciyaa/zukoocii); (iv) some plurals (e.g., halcoorii in (29) above) have lost
their plural reading in favour of a Singular reading; (v) they have only a few mem-
bers.

The age of the two plurals in class 6, yaarookii (< yaaroo 'boy') and tsum-
mookii (< tsummaa 'rags'), is difficult to establish. They may be repluralized
forms (from class 7 plurals); tsummaa (rags' has both a plural form and a plural
reading; yaaroo has another plural form yäaraa.

2.2.4. Tone-Vowel Group 2 (HLH*) The classes in this group are grouped to-
gether because of their HLH* plural tone pattern and the Internal A (-aa-, -a- or
-ee-). Two different final vowels are found in this group, a low vowel -aa (class
7) and a non-low vowel -ee or -ii (classes 8-10); we have classified them together
on the basis of the tone pattern. Much of the Variation found in this Tone-Vowel
group is due to different kinds of reduplication. Furthermore, many plurals in this
group are formed on the basis of plural rather than of Singular nouns. It is thus
possible to set up a historical sequence between the classes of this group.

class 7 (system 2a/2b):
(a) HLH <aa> -aa
Singular Plural
garkee garäakaa
'herd'

class 8 (system 2a/2b):
(a) HLH <aa> -ee
Singular Plural
garkaa garäakee
'garden'

class 9 (system 2b):

Singular
kiifii
'fish'

Plural
kiifäayee

Singular Plural
mazaa mazäizai
'husbands'

(b) HLH -aCfCfaa
Singular Plural
geefee (*gayfee) gyäffaa
'side'

(b) HLH -aaCfee
Singular
mazaa
'husbands'

Plural
mazäajee
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Hausa plural Systems 23

class 10 (system 2c):
(a) HLH* <ee> -aNii (b) HLH* -aK^faK1!! (c) HLH* -aCfCfaCfii
Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural
garkaa gareekanii maataa maatättakii gidaa gidäddajii
'garden' 'women' 'house'

The Status of class 7 is difficult to determine. Its Singular forms have a HL tone
pattern - more like the nouns of Tone-Vowel group l and unlike the predominant
H* tone pattern in this group. Its plural form shares the HLH tone pattern and the
Internat A, but its final vowels -aa and -uu differ from others in this group.20

Di-radical nouns in class 7 are treated äs if they had three radicals. This is again
similar to class 5 (Tone-Vowel group 1):

(30) Singular Plural (class 5)
dookii (*dawki) 'horse' dawaakii
zuuciyaa (*zukti) *heart' zukoocii

The same pattern is found in class 7 where we find real tri-radical Singulars (ex-
ample a) alongside apparent di-radical Singulars (examples b to d):

(31) Singular Plural (class 7)
(a) garkee 'herd' garäakaa
(b) geefee (*gayfee) 'side' gyäffaa (*gayäafaa)
(c) tauree (*tawree) 'goat' täuraa (*tawäaraa)
(d) kwiffiii (*kwiyßii) 'side of body' kwiyäaöaa

The Internat A is inserted between the last two radicals (example a). In example (b)
the Singular noun has apparently only two radicals; however, because of the plural
tone pattern we suppose that, underlyingly, three radicals are present: the second
radical, being a semi-vowel, has merged with the preceding vowel. In some nouns
remnants of the original consonants are still visible in the form of a diphthong (ex-
ample c). Traditionally forms like gyäffaa were often analyzed äs originating from
a form *gyeefäafaa (with a repeated second consonant) via *gyeeffaa (P. Newman
1997). We do not adopt such an analysis here partly because we have forms with
a diphthong (example c) or even the underlying consonant (example d) rather than
with a repeated second consonant.21

20. We treat the -aa äs the basic final vowel; class 7 plurals ending in -uu usually have an alternative
form ending in the regulär vowel -aa. Compare the following forms:
Singular Plural a Plural u
(a) kurmii kuraamaa kuräamuu
(b) geebee gyäbbaa gyäbbuu
These forms ending in -uu should not be confused with the forms found in class 3 (semantic
System). In class 7, we have an example of phonological assimilation: it affects nouns having
either i) an u or i äs first vowel (example a) or ii) a labial consonant äs final radical (example b).
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24 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

The other classes in this Tone-Vowel group, however, behave differently with
regard to nouns having two radicals. Compare the following forms:

(32) Class Singular Plural
8a garkaa 'garden' garäakee
8b kiifii 'fish' kiifäayee

In class 8a the Internal A is inserted, äs expected, between the last two radicals. But
in 8b we find an extra consonant y which we have analyzed äs being the reflex of
determiner k1 (section 2.2.1). We would have expected a form *kiyäafee, parallel
to the forms found in class 7, the semantic System and Tone-Vowel group 1:

(33) Class Singular Plural
2b miikii (*miyki) 'ulcer' miyaakuu
Sa dookii (*dawki) 'horse' dawaakii
7a kwiißii (*kwiyßi) 'side ofbody' kwiyäaßaa

The differences between class 7 (and classes 5 and 2) on the one hand and class 8
on the other, lead us to think that, at a certain point in time, plural formation quite
literally underwent a radical reorganization, i.e., a reorganization of the radicals.
Up to this point, Singular nouns having two radicals and a long first vowel (i.e. a
heavy, open first syllable) patterned with nouns having three radicals inserting an
Internal A without adding another consonant; columns 2 and 3 of Table 7, whereas
Singular nouns having two radicals and a light first syllable had to add a determiner
k1 (column 1):

Table 7. Initial Situation in the prosodic System

(l)S1: light, open

class 5

class 7

Singular

kibiyäa
(*kibii)

-

Plural

kibai
*kibaayü

-

(2) S1: heavy, open

Singular
dookii
(*dawkii)

kwiißii
(*kwiy6ii)

Plural

dawaakii

kwiyäaßaa

(3) S1: heavy, closed

Singular

tunkiyaa
(*tumkii)

garkee

Plural

tumaakii

garäakaa

In a later development (Table 8), the plural formation of di-radical Singulars
changed (columns l and 2) while the formation of tri-radical Singulars remained
the same (column 3). Di-radical Singulars formed their plural by adding a deter-

2l. We see the repetition of the final radical (gyäffaa) äs a later addition, made necessary by the loss
of one syllable.
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miner; di-radical Singulars with a light first syllable also had to reduplicate (column
1) - a process continued in other classes (e.g., class 13):

Table 8. Early development in prosodic System 2a (see Table 4)

(1) S1: light, open (2) S1: heavy, open (3) S1: heavy, closed

Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural

class 8/9

class 13

mazaa

jikii

mazäizai

jikkunäa
jikunkunäa

kiifii

bäakii

kiifäayee

baakunäa

garkaa

gäatarii

garäakee

gaaturäa

Classes 9 and 10 share this (new) feature: reduplication. In both classes, the
reduplicated plurals are formed on the basis of an older simplex plural, not on the
basis of the Singular. In class 9 this involves either reduplicating a whole syllable
or repeating the final radical. Most Singulars in class 9 allow both patterns:

(34) Singular
mijii 'husband'

Plural l (class 1)
mazaa

Plural 2 (class 9)
mazäizai (*mazäayii-zäayii)22

mazäajee

Reduplication is found again in class lOb and lOc. The plurals are highly complex
with an Internal A plus reduplication and a determiner. And all Singulars having
plurals in class 10 also have one in classes 8 and 9. We think it likely that plurals
in these classes are repluralized on the basis of plurals in classes 8 and 9:

(35) Singular (base)

maataa 'women'

gidaa 'house'

The only group in class 10 which does not reduplicate is lOa; nevertheless, the
plurals in lOa are repluralized (from 8a):

Plural
(class 8b/9b)
maatäayee
(*maatäakee)
gidäajee
(*gidäadee)

Base

*maataak-taak

*gidaad-daad

Plural
(class lOb/c)
maatättakii

gidäddajii

(36) Singular
garkaa 'garden'

Plural (class 8a)
garäakee

Base
garäakee

Plural (class lOa)
gareekanii

22. The underlying simple form must have contained three syllables (similar to class 5b, section 2.2.3).
In all known cases reduplicated plurals are formed by reduplicating the two rightmost syllables
(Newman 1986), i.e., if the basis were *mazai we would expect the reduplicated plural *maz(ai)-
mazai, not mazäizai.
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26 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

The /-ee-/ in gareekanii seems to be an Interaal A; however, we cannot explain
why it surfaces äs /-ee-/. It is an idiosyncratic form, repluralizing and adding the
determiner n.

Class 7 is clearly an old class: it is not productive, there are only a small number
of nouns, and, in some cases, an underlying consonant surfaces (Klingenheben's
Law). However these characteristics do not clarify its age relative to the other
classes in this Tone-Vowel group. Our main evidence comes from comparitig class
7 with classes outside this group, viz., classes 2b and 5a, whose pattern of plural
formation differs from the one found in classes 8 to 10 and is probably older.

The relative ages of classes 8 to 10 are easier to establish. Class 8 is the old-
est of these three classes: the determiner k1 has weakened to y, kiifäayee <
*kiifäakee; feminine Suffixes do not form part of the plural, e.g., 'amäaree <
'amaryaa 'bride'; and the consonant correspondences between singular and plu-
ral have been obscured by the application of Klingenheben's Law, e.g. bugäajee,
plural < *bugzuu > buuzuu, singular Tuareg'. Most such Singulars also have a
secondary plural not exhibiting this alternation, e.g.: buuzäayee < buuzuu. This
class was probably still productive when Singulars changed from *bugzuu to buu-
zuu. Class 8 (taking all singular nouns with a H* tone pattern and heavy first
syllable) and class 9 (taking all singular nouns with H* tone pattern and light first
syllable) are in complementary distribution. This leads us to believe that class 9
must have originated around the same time. Class 10 is a later addition, replural-
izing classes 8 and 9.

Regarding their historical Status in the overall System, it is interesting to note
that classes 8,9 and 10 offered the possibility for nouns from old classes (class l,
class 5b23) to build new plurals and redefine their old plurals äs Singulars. Class
9 consists almost exclusively of such (former) plural nouns; and at least some
Singulars with a plural in class 8b come from the same source, e.g.:

(37) Singular Plural (class 1) Plural (class 8b)
kuuree 'hyena' kuuraa kuuräayee
mäce/mäataa 'woman' maataa maatäayee
giyee 'elephant' giiwaa giiwäayee

2.2.5. Tone-Vowel Group 3 (L*H). This Tone-Vowel group is a collection of
classes which share the same tone pattern L*H and the same final vowel -ii in the
plural. Apart from these features, the group hardly presents a unified picture.

23. A number of singular forms are found in class 9 that look suspiciously like class 5b plural forms
(recall that we derive ai and au from the same source, section 2.2.1): cfuwai 'buttocks', kac'au
'metal anklet', Rarau 'glass bangle, phiaT, £wai 'egg', tagwai 'twin'. They may be plurals which
have acquired their singular reading at a later stage only.
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class 11 (system 2b):

Singular Plural
tudüu 'hü!' tüddai

class 12 (system 2c):
(a) L*H -aK2uu (b) L*H -aN(N)ii
Singular Plural Singular Plural
raanaa 'sun' räanäkuu
goonaa 'farm' goonäkii wäasaa 'game' wäasän(n)ii24

The tone pattern and the final vowel hold this group together. But historical
developments can be traced to classes found in other Tone- Vowel groups.

Class 1 1 shares several characteristics with class 5b:

(38) Class Singular Plural
11 tudüu 'hül' tüddai
5b zumüu 'friend' zumai

These two classes differ in tone pattern and in the presence or absence of gemina-
tion. It is not possible to determine which Singulars go to class 1 1 and which go to
class 5b on the basis of the Singular form (HL tone pattern and light first syllable)
alone. Moreover, we find a few nouns having characteristics of both plural classes
(the LH tone pattern of class 1 1 and the absence of gemination of class 5b):

(39) Singular Plural (class 5b) Plural (class l l+5b)
du (*diyi) 'canoe-pole' diyai diyai
batsiyäa (*batsi) 'gazelle' - bätsai

There is probably a connection between the two classes; perhaps they formed one
single class in the past (in system 2a). If this is true, the split into two classes must
have occurred after the introduction of gemination, i.e., in system 2b. Most of the
plurals augmented their bases, either by gemination (GEM) or by reduplication
(RED):

(40) Singular Plural
(GEM) tudüu 'hill' tüddai
(RED) äbü 'thing' äbäibai

Only a few plurals retained their simple form. The introduction of gemination may
have preceded the change in tone pattern from H* to LH. Newman (1997) was able

24. A few such plurals are found with a final diphthong -ai, e.g., tüdünnai, göonäkai; these Singular
nouns always have (an)other plural(s) in this Tone-Vowel group. Very probably, such plurals are
formed in analogy to (suffix) plurals in class 16. We did not set up a separate class.
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28 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

to show for some groups of nouns a correlation between weight of the first syllable
(S1) and tone pattern:

(41) S^heavy S1: light
Ethnonym: Häusäawaa Kanaawaa
Name: Läadiidi 'Inuunu

The tonal differences between plurals in classes 11 and 5b may have a similar
explanation. Todays plurals of class 11 far outnumber those of class 5b. It is
possible that old plurals from class 5b were gradually shifted to class 11; this
would explain why we find alternate forms for some plurals, e.g., diyai (5b) and
diyai(ll).

The Status of class 12b is also questionable. It shares more characteristics with
class 4 (semantic System) than with the other classes in this Tone-Vowel group:

(42) Class Singular Plural
12b wäasaa 'game' wäasän(n)ii
4a fäaraa 'locust' fäarii

It is not possible to predict whether a Singular noun (disyllablic, LH tone pattern,
vowel sequence A-A) takes a class 12b or a class 4 plural. We consider 12b to be
younger, mainly because it adds the determiner n which, in the other Tone-Vowel
groups, was first introduced in System 2c.25

And class 12a shows more similarities to class 8b (Tone-Vowel group 2), e.g:

(43) Class Singular Plural
12a raanaa 'sun' räanäkuu
8b maataa 'women' maatäayee

Again it is not possible to decide which Singular forms (disyllabic, H* tone pattern,
vowel sequence A-A) go to class 12a and which go to class 8b, but a relationship
can be established: class 12a plurals were repluralized on the basis of class 8b
plurals. Compare for instance the following alternation found in several plural
forms:

(44) Singular Plural
raanaa 'sun' räanäikuu

räane(e)kuu
räanäkuu

25. The gemination found in class 12b is unusual in so far äs it applies to the determiner and not to
a radical. As suggested by Wolff (1993) it is probably a dialect feature that spread into Standard
Hausa; compare other plurals found in West Hausa: sg. marinaa -» pl. märinayyee 'dye-pit', sg.
'ädüdü -+ pl. 'ädüdinnee 'basket'.
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What appears to be an Internal A was probably derived from a form -ai-: the
diphthong -ai- changed to -ee- (a common change in Hausa), was shortened and
changed to -a- - because short medial -e- is very unusual in Hausa (P. Newman
1979a). Thus it is possible that räanäikuu was derived not from raanaa but from
another plural of the form *raanäayee. Some nouns have two such forms:

(45) Singular Plural (class 8b) Plural (class 12a)
maataa 'women' maatäayee mäatäikuu

We are dealing here with a class formed entirely by repluralization; it is younger
than class 8b.

This whole Tone-Vowel group is held together only by its plural formatives and
it is difficult to compare the classes in terms of their relative age. However, because
of the many instances of repluralization and the large number of loanwords, their
ages with respect to classes outside this group are easier to establish. The strong
ties between classes inside of this Tone-Vowel group (L*H) and classes outside of
the group are shown in Table 9: i) ties to the semantic system (LH plural, final
vowel -ii), ii) ties to Tone-Vowel group l (H*, final vowel sequence -ai) and iii)
ties to Tone-Vowel group 2 (repluralization):

Table 9. Comparison of (LH) classes 11,12 with older classes

Development

i) LH -ü
ii) H* -ai
iii) repluralization

Systems

1 2a 2b

4 fäarü
Sbzumai lltüddai
8b maatäayee

2c
12b wäasännii

12a mäatäikuu

2.2.6. Tone-Vowel Group 4 (H*L). The classes in this group present a more
unified picture. This is due to the fact that this Tone-Vowel group is younger than
the other groups and so developments within the group are easier to grasp. The
plural is formed by imposing a H*L tone pattern and a vowel sequence u-aa on
the Singular base.
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30 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

class 13 (system 2c):
(a) H*L <u> -aa
Singular Plural
-RED
gäatarii gaaturäa
'axe'
-fRED:
dafäsii dafussäa
'lesson'

class 14 (system 2c):

(b)H*L-uK2aa
Singular Plural

räafii
'stream'

gärii
'town'
gärii

raafukäa

garuurukäa

garuuruwäa

(a)H*L-uK2CfuK2aa
Singular Plural
räafii raafuffukäa
'stream'
(b)H*L-aaCfuK2aa
Singular Plural

Singular Plural

baakunäabäakii
'mouth'

jikii
'body'
jikii

jikkunäa

jikunkunäa

'house'

Class 13 shows much internal Variation, most of which can be explained by ref-
erence to the phonological characteristics of the Singular noun. Nouns having three
or more radicals (class 13a) insert an Internal U between the last two radicals. This
is the first time that plural formation makes use of Internal U instead of the Inter-
nal A familiär from the classes discussed above. Nouns having two radicals only
(classes 13b and 13c) add a determiner k2 or n and insert the Internal U between
this determiner and the final radical. The choice of the determiner depends on the
nature of the final radical: if it is a plosive or a w the determiner is n, otherwise it
is a k2 (by way of dissimilation; compare P. Newman 1972):

(46) Class Singular Plural
13c riigaa 'gown' riigunäa
13b räafii 'stream' raafukäa

As already mentioned by Newman (1972) /k/ commonly weakens to /w/ in redu-
plicated forms:

(47) Singular Plural k2 Plural w
gärii 'town' garuurukäa garuuruwäa

Variation is also due to reduplication (RED) and gemination (GEM) which occur
regularly in the plurals of Singular nouns having one (disyllabic nouns) or two
(trisyllabic nouns) light first syllable(s):
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(48) Singular
(2-syllabic:)
jäakii 'donkey'
jikii *body'
(3-syllabic:)
gäatarii 'axe'
dafäsü 'lesson'

Plural

jaakunäa

gaaturäa

Plural (RED) Plural (GEM)

jikunkunäa jikkunäa

dafussäa

Reduplication äs a means of augmenting Singulars with a light first syllable was
introduced in System 2b. Its introduction into productive classes caused some Vari-
ation, with older forms (without reduplication) surviving alongside younger ones
(with reduplication), e.g.:

(49) Class Singular Plural (older) Plural (younger)
5b zumüu 'friend' zumai
11 tudüu'hiir tüddai
5b/9a mijii 'husband' *mazai mazäizai

But in class 13 we do not find such Variation. Here the pattern of reduplication
was already well established, suggesting that this Tone-Vowel group came into
existence either simultaneously to, or after the introduction of reduplication äs a
plural formative. The presence of the determiners k2 and n which were first used
äs formatives in System 2c also indicates that it is a younger class.

After class 13 was established, several new developments occurred, leading to a
new class - class 14 - where we find instances of repluralization:

(50) Singular
räafii 'stream'

Plural (class 13) Plural (class 14a)
raafukäa raafuffukäa (*raafukfukäa)

The reduplicated plural was formed on the basis of the simple plural. This shift
may well be still in progress, with most nouns having both forms; only a few have
lost the simple plural and some have not yet acquired the reduplicated plural. The
following sub-class (14b) is also a later addition:

(51) Singular/Plural Plural (class 9b) Plural (class 14b)
gijii/gidaa 'house' gidäajee gidaaduwäa

The plural in class 14b is formed on the basis of the plural in 9b. Compare the
following examples where the first exhibits the regulär plural form of class 13, i.e.,
containing the -uu-, while the second has the vowel -aa- in place of -uu-. The
-aa- found in the new plural form comes from a base containing -aa- (here, from
gidäajee < *gidäadee):

(52) Class Singular
13a 'ajii 'class'
14b gijii/gidaa 'house'

Plural l (class 9b)

gidäajee (*gidäadee)

Plural 2
'ajuujuwäa
gidaaduwäa
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32 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

The regularity of plural formation in class 13 and introduction of the Internal U
strongly suggests that all the classes in this group are younger. Moreover none of
the Singulars found shows characteristics of age, e.g., Klingenheben's Law plays
no role. Class 14 is formed entirely by repluralization and is thus younger than
class 13.

2.3. System 3: The suffix system

The third System is the suffix system. We call it 'suffix System0 to draw attention to
the main principle of plural formation, i.e. suffixation. The Suffixes in this system
developed from the first and second Systems, and, on the surface, there is no differ-
ence between some of the plural forms in the three Systems. The -ooCfii- plurals
(class 15) also belong in this third system, although it is questionable to call this
ending (with its repeated final consonant) a suffix. The reason for classifying the
-ooCfii- plurals in the suffix system is the relationship between the Singular and
plural forms. This relationship, common to all classes in the system, is such that
the phonological characteristic of the Singular noun determining the choice of plu-
ral class is now vowel sequence and no longer tone pattern, consonant quality or
the number of radicals, äs in the prosodic system.

2.3.7. Principle iv: Suffixation. The last pattern to be found in Hausa plural
formation, suffixation (SUF), is a new development. On the surface the suffix
plurals are no different to those changing their vowel sequence (VS) and adding
determiners:

(53) Singular
'äkwäati 'box'
bäakii 'mouth'

'äkwäati 'box'
gwänii 'expert'

Plural Base
*'akwaat
*baakin

*'akwaat
*gwaniy

Plural Formation
SUF -unaa
VS u-aa

SUF-ai
VS aa-ii

Plural form
'akwaatunäa
baakunäa

'äkwäatai
gwännai
(*gwännäayii)

Indeed, suffix plurals developed from plurals involving determiners. The boundary
between the two plural classes is not always clear; nevertheless, different classes
must be posited and must be understood äs a historical development. We argued
in section 2.2. l that a determiner is only added in order to make the insertion of an
internal vowel possible, i.e., when a Singular noun consists of only two radicals,
the determiner is added, whereas a Singular noun with three radicals will never
add a determiner. Yet we now have a whole class of Singular nouns having three
or more radicals which apparently form determinative plurals, e.g., 'akwaatunäa,
'äkwäatai.
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The majority of three-radical Singular nouns in the suffix classes consist of re-
cent loanwords from English or Arabic. At the time these loanwords were intro-
duced into Hausa, these 'determiners' had ceased to function äs determiner, and
had been reanalysed äs plural morphemes. The short final vowel in many of these
loanwords Supports this claim: if, äs has been suggested, a long final vowel is
the result of an old determiner having undergone lenition, then the final vowel in
loanwords such äs äkwäati is short for the simple reason that the singular form
*'äkwäatiy (with the determiner y) never existed.26 The plural is formed directly
from the base: *akwaat-, not *akwaatiy.

2.3.2. Singular/plural relationship in the third system. As mentioned above,
the strategy for assigning singular nouns to plural classes has changed. We will
show these changes in the following tables.

Table W. Vowel sequence for System 3 compared

Singular Example Plural class Plural form in System

LH(L)
V(?A)-A fäaraa 4a/15

wäasaa 12b

V(?A)-U kwäarfoo 4a/17
mänzoo 12b

HL
V(?A)-A laayäa 2a/15

Roofäa 15

V(?A)-I raamii 2a/13b

fäarii - faaroorii
wäasännii

kwäacGi - kwaadunäa
— mänzännii —

laayuu laayooyii
Roofoofii

raamuu raamukäa -

In the first two Systems tone pattern (and final vowel) of the singular were impor-
tant; in the third System the most important characteristic of the singular is vowel
sequence. The examples in table 10 show that in System one, singular nouns with a
final (underlying) -uu or -aa vowel take a LH—ii plural, those with -ii and -aa take
a HH—uu plural. Tone pattern, however, overrules vowel sequence, determining
assignment in the case of final -aa Singulars. A similar pattern is found in System
two where, again, the choice of plural class is largely determined by tone pattern.
This pattern changes gradually äs we approach the third System: singular nouns

26. Compared to older Hausa nouns, many modern loanwords have a short final vowel. The long final
vowel found in other modern loans may be due to analogy to these older Hausa nouns.
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Table 11. Vowel sequence and System 3 plural classes

Singular Example Plural class Plural form

attested tone patterns: LLL, LLH(L), LHL(H), LHH(H), HHH, HHL, HLH
V*-ii/-uu maaläm(ii) 16a mäalämai

attested tone patteras: LLH, LHH
aa*-ii/-uu 'ägoogo 17 'agoogunäa

attested tone patteras: LLH, LHL(H), LHH, HHH, HHL, HLH
V*-aa däbaaräa lob däbäaruu

attested tone patteras: LLH(L), LHL(H), LHH, HHH, HHL(H), HLH(L), HLL
V*-aa zuuciyaa 15 zuuciyooyii

ending in -aa, regardless of tone pattern, take a class 15 plural; those not ending in
-aa take a class 17 plural.

In the case of trisyllabic Singular nouns it is even more evident that tone pattem
has lost its importance; it is vowel sequence that determines assignment to a plural
class (Table 11).27

In the first two Systems, only a few trisyllabic Singulars were found - they were
treated like disyllabic Singulars with a closed first syllable (CVC)'- and differently
from those having an open first syllable (CVV, CV). This is seen in table 12.

In the third System, however, trisyllabic nouns are treated differently from tri-
syllabics in other Systems. Syllable weight and the number of syllables have lost
their importance; nouns assigned to classes in the third System allow all numbers
of syllables and all syllable structures (CV, CVV and CVC), e.g. table 13.

In tables 10 and 11, we see that tone pattern has lost its importance; in tables 12
and 13, we see that syllable weight has lost its importance; in System three vowel
sequence determines assignment to a plural class. We may now look at the classes
(in Tone-Vowel groups).

2.4. Tone-Vowel Group l (H*)

The single class in this System and Tone-Vowel group is class 15; it is linked to
classes 5 and 6 in the prosodic System (same tone pattern/vowel sequence). The
plural is formed by repeating the final radical. Strictly speaking this is not a suffix.
It is included in the third System because of its singular/plural relationship.

27. There is some overlap between the plural classes of System 3: most trisyllabic nouns with a -una
plural (class 17) also form an -ai plural (class 16a), and most nouns forming an -uu plural (class
lob) also form the oo-ii plural (class 15).
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Table 12. System 2: trisyllabic Singulars compared

Singular

H*
3-syllabic
CVC
CVV
CV

Example

kwalabaa
garkaa
maataa
gidaa

Plural class Plural form (system 2)

8a
8a
8b
9b

kwaläabee
garäakee

maatäayee
gidäajee
(*gidäadee)

HL(H)/LH(H)
3-syllabic
CVC
CVV
CV

hankälii
tafkii
bäakü
gärü

13a
13a
13c
13b

hankuläa
tafukkäa
—
-

-

baakunäa
garuurukäa

Table 13. System 3: quatri- and trisyllabic Singulars compared

Singular

4-syllabic
3-syllabic
CVC
CVV
CV

Example

täatsuuniyaa
zuuciyaa
fuskäa
fäaraa
dilaa

Plural class

15
15
15
15
15

Plural form (system 3)

taatsuuniyooyii
zuuciyooyii
fuskookii
faaroorii
diloolii

class 15:
H* -ooCfii
Singular Plural
taagäa 'window' taagoogii

The plural is formed by repeating the final radical plus inserting an -oo-. This
-oo- can be traced back to the Internal A (section 2.2.3). Unlike the other classes
in this Tone-Vowel group (2.2.3) we find the Internal A between the final radical
and the repeated radical, regardless of the number of consonants in the Singular
form. In this class we find repetition with Singulars having two, three and even four
consonants (table 13 above). Class 15 is unique in this respect. It has departed from
the general rule that repetition only appears in certain restricted environments, viz.,
di-syllabic nouns having a light first syllable (section 2.2.2). Instead, repetition has
become a morphological plural formative.
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36 B. Hellwig and J. A. Mclntyre

Class 15 is definitely a young class. Firstly, the underlying consonants are ig-
nored in plural formation while feminine suffixes are treated äs part of the Singular
stem; in this respect there is a clear contrast between classes 5 and 15:

(54) Singular Plural (class 5a) Plural (class 15)
zuuciyaa (*zukti) zukoocii zuuciyooyii
'heart'

Secondly, class 15 is the most productive Hausa plural class, taking almost every
noun "on board", including many recent loanwords.

2.4.L Tone-Vowel Group 3 (L*H). The single class in this Tone-Vowel group
(L*H), class 16, is linked to classes 11 and 12 (same final vowel -ii, same L*H tone
pattern). But äs mentioned above (2.2.5), this Tone-Vowel group hardly presents a
unified picture.

class 16:
(a) L*H -ai (b) L*H -uu
Singular Plural Singular Plural
'äkwäati 'box' 'äkwäatai kujeeraa 'chair' küjeeruu/-ii

This class forms its plural entirely by suffixation of -ai (class 16a) or -ii (class
16b) plus imposing a L*H tone pattern. Class 16 probably developed analogously
to classes 4 and II:28

(55) Class Singular Plural
11 tudüu 'hiU' tüddai (*tüddäayii)
16a 'äkwäati 'box' 'äkwäatai

4a fäaraa 'locust' fäarii
lob kujeeraa 'chair' küjeeruiiAii

Class 16a has developed by reanalyzing the vowel sequence plus determiner in
class 11 -aayii äs a suffix: -ai. A similar reanalysis accounts for class 16b: the
vowel sequence -aa-ii in class 4 was reanalyzed äs a suffix vowel -ii. In most plu-
rals this -ii appears today äs -uu. Some plurals however have both forms, compare
example 21, section 2.2.1.

Class 16 can be considered to be younger for two reasons: firstly, a large num-
ber of loanwords is found in these classes (many Arabic loans having three or
more syllables; class 16a is very productive here); secondly, many plurals from
the second System repluralize in class 16. A number of plurals in class 16 exhibit

28. It is difficult to determine when exactly the semantic/prosodic classes ceased to be productice and
were replaced by the suffix classes. We see classes 4,11 and 16 äs a continuum; classes 4 and 11
have to be placed closer to the semantic/prosodic end, class 16 closer to the suffix end.
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an Internal A. These are instances of repluralization, formed on the basis of Tone-
Vowel group 2 plurals: many Singular nouns have a H* tone pattern (characteristic
of Tone-Vowel group 2, but not of Tone-Vowel group 3) and all have alternative
plurals in Tone-Vowel group 2, e.g.:

(56) Singular
gwarzoo 'energetic person'

guzumaa 'cow'
gumkii 'fetish'
diddigee 'heel'
? 'paddle'

Plural (Tone-Vowel 2)
gwaräajee

guzäamee
gumäakaa
digäadigü
filäafilii

Plural (class 16)
gwäräajii
gwäräzzai
güzäamai
gümäakai
digäadigai
filäafilai

2.4.2. Tone-Vowel Group 4 (H*L). The only class in this System and Tone-
Vowel group, class 17, is linked to classes 13 and 14: Final vowel sequence u-aa,
H*L tone pattern.

class 17:
H*L -unaa
Singular
käntü 'shop'

Plural
kantunäa

Except for sub-class 13c, which is the forerunner of class 17, the other classes
(13,14) in this Tone-Vowel group are no longer productive. Again the relationship
between them is ambiguous and is perhaps best described äs a continuum. By
far the largest number of nouns assigned to this Tone-Vowel group are found in
13c/17. The plurals look similar on the surface but they are formed differently.

(57) Singular
bäakii 'mouth'
käntü 'shop'

Plural Base
*baakin
*kant

Plural Formation
VS u-aa
SUF -unaa

Plural form
baakunäa (class 13c)
kantunäa (class 17)

The difference lies in the relationship between Singular and plural: class 13c con-
tains older Singular nouns; most Singulars in class 17 are either loanwords or sec-
ondary plurals from classes 7 and 10. Loanwords include, e.g.:

(58) Singular
'äkwäati 'box'
leemoo 'lemon'
käntü 'shop'

Plural
'akwaatunäa
leemunäa
kantunäa

Most nouns of classes 7 and 10 have additional plurals in this class:
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(59) Singular Plural Plural Plural
(class 7) (class lOa) (class 13c/17)

tarkoo 'trap' taräakaa tarkunäa
harshee haräasaa harsunäa
'tongue'
gärmaa 'hoe' gareemanii garmunäa

Many of these Singulars deviate from the pattern we find elsewhere in this Tone-
Vowel group (section 2.2.6). They take the determiner n despite the fact that they
do not end in a plosive consonant. We would have expected the forms *leemukäa,
*harsukäa and *garmukäa respectively. That such nouns were not incorporated
into sub-class 13b suggests that this sub-class ceased to be productive. Moreover,
many of these forms have three radicals, which is incompatible with the addition
of a determiner. We would have expected the third consonant to act in the place
of the determiner, i.e., *taruk(k)äa and *garum(m)äa respectively. A few such
forms do exist:

(60) Singular Plural Plural Plural
(class 7) (class 13a) (class 13c/17)

harshee haräasaa harussäa harsunäa
'tongue'

This new development occurred after the determiners ceased to be productive and
involves the reanalysis of the sequence unaa with its determiner äs a suffix -una.
Despite the identical surface forms of class 13c and class 17, we argue for two
separate classes.

3. Conclusion

The primary aim of this article is to shed light on the sheer quantity of plural forms
and formatives and to explain why so many Singulars have more than one plural
form. We believe that the structures (Systems and Tone-Vowel groups) outlined
above make chronological sense of Hausa plural classes, i.e., of the various plural
formatives, their developments and combinations. In this section, we bring the
various Strands of the argument together.

The fact that various formatives began to function at various times explains the
quantity of plural forms. While new formatives developed (öften on the basis of
older ones), older plural forms continued to be used. Table 14 illustrates develop-
ments inside and between the Tone-Vowel groups29 and through the three Systems:

29. The HLH plurals (Tone-Vowel group 2) are not included because the kinds of development shown
here did not occur in this group.
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Table 14. Developments within the Tone-Vowel groups

System l System 2 System 3

(1) Tone-Vowel group l
Singular noun: HL tone pattern, final vowel A:

class 2 class 6 -
laayäa/laayuu yaaroo/yaarookii -

class 15
yaaroo/yaaroorii

(2) Tone-Vowel group 3
Singular noun: LH tone pattern, final vowel A:

class 4
fäaraa/fäarii -

class 12b
wäasaa/wäasännii

class lob
däbaaräa/däbäaruu

(3) Tone-Vowel group l -> 3
Singular noun: HL tone pattern, final vowel I or U:

class 5b
zumüu/zumai

class 11
tudüu/tüddai

class 16a
maaläm(ii)/mäalämai

(4) Tone-Vowel group 4
Singular noun: LH tone pattern, final vowel I or U:

class 13
bäakii/baakunäa -

class 17
käntii/kantunäa

The development shown in table 14 is not arbitrary; it follows predictable pat-
terris: Singulars and plurals in each of the Tone-Vowel groups share phonologi-
cal characteristics (tone pattern and vowel sequence).30 Each plural modifies the
previous one to some extent; in each Tone-Vowel group the same formatives are
found. All leftmost plurals (classes 2 and 4) are formed by changing tone pattern
and final vowel. Plurals in the next column (classes 6, 5b, 13) use the Internal
A or U äs a productive plural formative; the determiners k1, k2 and n are added
to augment di-radical Singular nouns. This pattern is retained in the third column
(classes 12b, 11) where plurals add various forms of reduplication to augment sin-
gular bases. Finally, in the last column, the determiner is either reanalyzed äs a
suffix (16b, 16a, 17) or replaced by a repeated radical (class 15). The develop-
ments found in these Tone-Vowel groups reflects the three plural Systems we have
established.

Many singular nouns have more than one plural form, usually from different
Systems. Two general tendencies can be observed here: firstly, old plural forms

30. The change in the plural tone pattern H > LH (Table 13, example 3) is explained in 2.2.5; the
alternation in the plural final vowel -ü ~ -uu (Table 14, examples l and 2) is explained in 2.2.1.
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serve äs the basis for new plural forms (repluralization); secondly, older Singular
nouns whose plurals were no longer productive often take a younger plural (sec-
ondary plural).

Several patterns of repluralization are attested and are shown in Table 15:

Table 15. Patterns of reduplication

Singular Plural l Plural 2 Plural 3 Plural 4
(classes 1-4) (class 5) (classes 8,9) (various classes)

la) gijii gidaa
Ib)
2a) mijii mazaa
2b)
3a) mäce/mäataa maataa
3b)
4) laayäa laayuu
5) garkaa

gidäajee

*mazai

maatäayee

laawäayee
garäakee

gidäddajii (class lOc)
gidaaduwäa (class 14b)
mazäizai
mazäajee
maatattakii (class lOb)
mäatäikuu (class 12a)

gareekanii (class lOa)

The first pattern of repluralization is one in which plural forms were taken from
the first System (classes l to 4). Given the fact that all these plural forms have
a H* tone pattern, it is not surprising that they were all integrated into the HLH*
Tone-Vowel group 2 (classes 8,9) - the preferred tone pattern for Singular nouns in
this Tone-Vowel group. The second pattern of repluralization is one in which the
plurals of classes 8 and 9 serve äs the basis for further plurals in other Tone-Vowel
groups. They are either formed by reduplication (examples l a, 3a) or by adding a
younger determiner (examples Ib, 3b, 5). They are not integrated into pre-existent
classes, instead, new classes emerge which consist entirely of these repluralized
forms. Moreover, the old plural (with its plural reading) survives alongside the
younger plural. Thus systematic repluralization mainly affects nouns from the
first (semantic) System and from the HLH* Tone-Vowel group. In other groups
and classes repluralization is sporadic, affecting few nouns only.

Repluralization is one reason why many Singular nouns have several plural
forms. The other reason is the emergence of secondary plurals. Many Singular
nouns have additional plurals in younger classes, usually from the (most produc-
tive) third System; older plural forms exist in classes that are no longer productive.
These developments are shown in Table 16.

In Table 16, example (1), the original plurals of the Singular nouns are in differ-
ent classes and Tone-Vowel groups; they were assigned to these classes mainly on
the basis of their tone patterns. However, in the third System they were assigned
to class 15 on the basis of their final vowel -aa. In example (2) the same pattern
is found but is less obvious; here, the original plurals appear in different classes:
tone pattern is the most important criterion; vowel sequence is less important. The
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Table 16. Several plurals through repluralization and secondary plurals

(D

(2)

Plural in older classes
laayäa laayuu (class 2a)
fäaraa fäarii (class 4a)
kibiyäa kibai (class 5b)
Oaunaa 6akäanee (class 8a)

tudüu
harshee

kootsoo

Plural in class 15 (third System)
laayooyü
faaroorii
kibiyooyü
ßaunoonii

Plural in older classes

raamii raamuu (class 2a)

Plural in classes 13/17 (second/third
System)
raamukäa (class 13b), raamunäa
(13c/17)
tudundunäa (class 13c/17)
harussäa (class 13a), harsunäa (class
13c/17)

kootsännii (class 12b) kootsunäa (class 13c/17)

tüddai (class 11)
haräasaa (class 7 a)

secondary plurals appear in classes 13 and 17 (recall that we regard classes 13 and
17 äs a continuum); the dominant tone pattern of the original plurals of class 13c is
LH - but through the Integration of loanwords and secondary plurals this gradually
changed so that Singulars in class 17 no longer have a single tone pattern; we find
both LH and HL (and some HH). The vowel sequence is more important for the
Integration of secondary plurals, i.e., for Singular nouns not ending in -aa. These
changes also explain why Singulars which originally belonged to one class appear
in different classes in younger Systems (for example, laayäa and raamii above).

The existence of several plural forms for one Singular noun can be explained
in terms of the existence of three separate plural Systems and their chronological
development: in the first System few nouns, if any, had more than one plural; in the
second System the original plurals were retained and/or repluralized; in the third
System we find both original and repluralized plural forms alongside secondary
plurals. To sum up, understanding the development of the three Systems and the
relationships between them allows us to understand i) why so many plural forms
exist, ii) the relationships between one plural form and another and iii) the rela-
tionships between Singulars and plurals.

(Hellwig)
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen

(Mclntyre)
Institut für Afrikanistik und Äthiopistik

Universität Hamburg
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